
 

: : : What is the MAAFA or MAAGAMIZI 

The Main Reason for Blacks to Claim Reparations 

Africa and the Black Family are Victims of Historical Racism 

  

By Ifama Jackson 

 

Why do some people refer to the crimes committed against Black People over the last 

2000 years, as the MAAFA or MAAGAMIZI, instead of the African Holocaust? 

 

Some people believe these two words are specifically more suitable, and offer a better 

description of the Black Family Experience, due to Crimes of Racism. Go into deep 

thought on more than 2000 years of long-lasting intense suffering caused by Invasions, 

Imperialism, Colonialism, Slavery, and Exploitation, to understand the adverse impact. 

 

MAAFA refers to the imperialization and colonization of Africa, and the enslavement 

of her people, and the sustained attempts to literally dehumanize the Black Family. 

Science has proven that environment shapes heredity. 

 

The environment of racism including the MAAFA and Slavery, has disconnected 

Africans from their cultural origins, and in the case of the African in America, the 

perpetrators of their long time injuries have created a new African Tribe in America who 

were called many names, but the latest term is African-American. 

 

They were forced to lose their native names and languages, and they have been forcibly 

removed from their homeland. They do not have good social standing, and they do not 

have an economic foundation. They are in great need of repair and they have remained 

vulnerable to a social order that does not respect their cultural or traditional identity. 

This is abstract and concrete proof of the Black Family being in great need of reparative 

measures, from duration and depths of major assaults, losses, injuries, and damages. 

 

MAAGAMIZI refers to the intentionality of what happened to Africans, which caused 

immense psychological damage. It started as an Arab Plan but ended up in the hands of 

Europeans. They are all guilty of exploiting and devastating the African continent, 

stealing her land and resources, and enslaving her people, so they all owe reparations. 

 

Blacks have a Right to Seek Reparations for the last 2000 years,                                                                           

But can use ERJ to Settle for Compensation for the last 500 years,                                                                              

Promoting Equity Restorative Justice (ERJ) Brotha Pruitt    


